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§ 1.

Introduction

The object of this paper is to study the behavior of paths of an analytic
two-dimensional autonomous system in a neighborhood of an isolated critical
point.
First I. Bendixson [1]1> treated this problem systematically. He showed
that, by a finite number of quadratic transformations, one might reduce the
study of such a problem to that of the case where the critical point is simple
or of the so-called Bendixson type.
Later in 1928, M. Frommer [2] introduced the notions of the orders and
magnitudes of curvature of the paths tending to a critical point and, making
use of these notions and of the exceptional directions, he gave a systematic
method to determine the behavior of paths in a neighborhood of a critical
point. But, as is noticed by V. V. Nemytzkii and V. V. Stepanov [3], his
method seems to be not sufficient.
Recently S.Lefschetz [ 4] gave a step-by-step process to reduce the study
of the behavior of paths in a neighborhood of a critical point to the study of
ihe paths in the case where the critical point is simple or of the Bendixson
type. At this juncture, he made use of the coordinate transformations so
often that the behavior of the paths of the initial system is not always clear.
In this paper, making use of a Newton polygon, exceptional directions
and Keil's theorem, we give a simple step-by-step process to obtain a local
phase portrait of the paths near the critical point without usil).g any
coordinate transformation except for a simple one used only once.
§ 2.

Preliminaries.

2.1 Exceptional directions and Keil's theorem.

Given

(1)

acontinuous autonomous system
dx _ (
dt _p x, y),

dy _ (
)
-Ji-Q
x, y'

1) The numbers in square brackets refer to the refe!ences listed at the end of this paper.
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for which the origin is an isolated critical point. We assume that P(x,y) and
Q(x, y) can be written in the forms as follows :
P(x, y) =Pm(x, y) +o(rm),
Q(x, y) =(Mx, y) +o(rn),

as r= ✓x 2 +y 2 --+0, where Pm(x,y) and Qn(x,y) are homogeneous polynomials
of degree m and n respectively. Corresponding to (1), we consider a differential equation

(2)

dy _ Q(x,y)
P(x, y) ·

d-;-

Then evidently the paths of ( 1 ) are nothing but the integral curves of ( 2 ).
Therefore, in the investigation of the behavior of paths of ( 1 ), we often use
(2) in place of (1). In the sequel, for simplicity, let us call the critical point
of (1) also that of (2).
For the equation of the form ( 2 ), Frommer considered the polynomial
F(x, y) as follows :
F(x, y) =xQn(x,y)-yPm(x, y)
when m=n;
F(x, y) =xQn(x, y)
when n<m;
F(x,y)=-yPm(x,y)
when m<n;
and, for any real linear factor l of F(x, y), he called the direction determined
by l=0 1 l the exceptional direction of (2) at the origin. Then it is well known
that the integral curve of ( 2 ) tending to the origin must tend to the origin
either spiraling to the origin or in a certain exceptional direction. Now,
when the origin is not a critical point, it is evident that the integral curve of
( 2) tending to the origin tends to the origin in the unique direction l=0.
Therefore we may also call the direction l=0 the exceptional direction of (2)
even when the ·origin is not a critical point. Thus, for convenience, in the
present note, we always call the direction l=0 the exceptional direction of (2)
at the origin either when the origin is a critical point or not.
In this note, we frequently use the following
Keil's theorem. Given a differential equation
(3)

dy _

g(x, y)

a,-;·- x+ f(x, y)'

where J(x, y) and g(x, y) are continuously differentiable with respect to x and y
and f(x,y), g(x,y)=o(r) as r--+ 0. Suppose the origin is an isolated critical point
of (3). Then there exists one and only one integral curve of (3) tending to the
origin in either direction (positive and negative) of the x-axis.
Further, if we denote the curve made of these two integral curves by Land
put G(y) = g(x(y), y) for x = x(y) such that x(y) +J(x(y), y) = 0, then, for the
integral curves lying above L, it holds that
( i) when G(y)<0 for sufficiently small y>O, one and only one integral
1) In the sequel, we call the direction determined by l=O simply the direction l =0.
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curve tends to the origin in the positive direction of the y-axis and any other
integral curve does not tend to the origin ;
(ii) when G(y)>0 for sufficiently small y>0, all integral curves tend to
the origin in the positive direction of the y-axis.
For the integral curves lying below L, the same conclusion holds if the
inequality signs are inverted.
For the proof of this theorem, refer to his original paper [5].
2.2

Order and magnitude of an integral curve tending to the origin.

In this note, we are concerned with an analyitc two-dimensional system

dx
(x, y), -dt=
dy Yix,y),
(
dt-=X

(4)

for which the origin is an isolated critical point. As is remarked at the beginning of 2.1, the investigation of the behavior of paths of (4) in a neighborhood of the origin is equivalent to that of the behavior of integral curves of
the differential equation
,
(5

dy _ Y(x, y)
-axX(x, y).

)

in a neijshborhood of the origin. For the equation (5), without loss of generality, we may suppose that X and Y have no common factor vanishing at the
origin.
After Frommer and Lefschetz, we define the order and magnitude of an
integral curve y=y(x) of (5) tending to the origin as follows:
About the order, we say that
an integral curve y=y(x) is of orderµ, in x, when, for any E>0, there exists
a positive number µ, such that
jy(x)!/Jx!"-'-+0and jy(x)//jxj"+'-+ 00 asx-+ +0or -0;

it is of order infinity in x, when, for any great µ, >0, Iy(x) //Ix I"-+ 0 as
x-++0 or -0;
it is of order zero in x, when, for any c>O, !y(x)l/lxl'-+ 00 as x-++0
or-0.
About the magnitude, we say that, when an integral curve y=y(x) is of order
µ, (0<µ,<oo)inx,itisof magnitudepor infinity according as y(x)//x/"-+p
or oo (or-=) as x-++0 or -0.
When an integral curve is expressed as x=x(y), its order and magnitude
are defined in the same manner· with respect to y.
2.3

Newton polygon.

Since X and Y are analytic at the origin, we can expand them in power
series in x and y in the domain Ix I, Iy j .:S; 1::::,. as follows :
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Y(x, y) = ~ bklxky1
k, l

(aii

=I= 0),

(b,.i

=I= 0).

These expansions do not contain constant terms, since X (0, 0) = Y(O, 0) = 0 by
the assumption.
As, in the sequel, we want to make use of the orders of the integral curves
of (5) tending to the origin, for the differential equation (5), after Briot and
Bouquet, we construct a polygon like the Newton polygon in the theory of
algebraic functions. Indeed, introducing the orthogonal coordinates (f, 17 ) in a
plane, we mark, in this plane, the points K;i (j + 1, i-1) and Ykl (l, k) corresponding to the terms aiixil and bk1xky1 respectively, and out of these points
we choose the points V/s (p= 1, 2, ... , s+ 1) so that they may satisfy the
conditions as follows :
( i) the slopes of the segments VpVp+ 1's (p= 1, 2, ... , s) are all negative.
(In the sequel, the slope of VpVp+l is denoted by - µp.)
(ii) 0<µ1<µ2<··•<µ.< 00 ;
(iii) all o{ the points X;i and Yki lie in the closed domain bounded by Vi'
V1, V1 V2, ... ,V.V,+ 1 and V,+ 1 1, where V/V1 and V,+ 1 V.:1 are the half lines
respectively parallel to the positive directions of /;- and 17-axes. (If necessary,
the slopes of V 1 Vi' and V,+ 1 1 are denoted by -µo and -µ,+ 1 respectively. It
is evident that the values of µ 0 and µ,+ 1 are zero and infinity respectively.)
Evidently, as in the case of algebraic functions, such choice of points Vp's
(p= 1, 2, ... , s + 1) is possible. In this note, let us call the broken line V1V2 ...
V,+ 1 the Nowton polygon of (5) and call the points V/s (p=l, 2, ... , s+l) and
the segments V-l'VP+ i's (p= 1, 2, ... , s) the vertices and the sides of the polygon
respectively. Needles to say, the Newton polygon of (5) is determined uniquely, because X and Y are supposed to have no common factor vanishing at the
origin.
A vertex of the Newton polygon is a certain X;i or a certain Yu. But it
may happen that the vertex is a certain Xi and at the same time a certain
Ykt• In such a case, for any vertex VP such that it is an Xiqiq and at the
same time a Ykqiq, as will be seen later, it is convenient to introduce also the
quantity uq=bkq1/a,qiq• if µq>bkqt/a;qiq>µq-1•
On a transformation of variables turning the Newton polygon to that of
simple characters, let us prove the following

v.:
v.:

Lemma 1. When a positive integer Xo is chosen suitably, by applying the
transformation w=x 11ho to (5), we can make the Newton polygon of the trans! ormed differential equation satisfy the conditions as follows:
(A 1 ) µp's (p=l, 2, ... , s) are integers and µP 2 µp-I +2;
(A2) for any q (1;:;;,,. q .:S: s + 1) for which uq is introduced,
( i)

µq-l>uq ~ µq-t

+2;
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>- iq-l+uq(jq+l)+2,
k+uql;;;;, kq+u,Jq+2

i-l+uq(j+l)

for any points X;i and Ykl other than the vertex Vqfor which uq is defined.
Proof. By the transformation w = x 11 \ the differential equation ( 5) is
transformed to the equation as follows :
dy _ 11.0w>.,-t+a-y(w'\y)

(7)

dw -

w"X(wAo,

y)~

where c, is l-11.0 or Oaccording as X(x, y) has a factor x or not. Here w X(w"'', y)
and w,\,-t+o-X(w\ y) cannot have any common factor vanishing at the origin.
For, since X(w\ y) and Y(w\ y) have no such common factor from the assumption, X(w'\ y) and w>-o- 1 Y(w"'1, y) evidently have no such common factor, provided X(x,y) has not a factor x. When X (x, y) has a factor x, if we write X(x, y)
as xX(x,y), then evidently Y(w\y) and w 1 -,\ X(w\ y)=w.X(w'\ y) have no
common factor vanishing at the origin. Thusw"X(w' ,y) and 11.0 w>.,-t+c- Y(w\y)
cannot have any common factor vanishing at the origin either when X(x, y) has
a factor x or not. Then the Newton polygon of (7) is constructed uniquely
corresponding to the terms of w,,.X(w"'', y) and \-ow>-o- 1 +o-Y(w"'', y) themselves. As
is readily seen, by the transformation w=x 11 \ the points Xh+l, i-1) and
Ykz(l, k) are shifted to the points (j + 1, 11.o(i- l) + 110 -1 + c,) and (l, 11 0k + :\0 - 1 +
c,) respectively and the coefficients b;/s in (6) are multiplied by 11.0 • Hence it
follows that, by the transformation w=x 11 ,\', the slopes of the Newton polygon
and the quantities v/s are multiplied by Ao,
Then we can choose Ao sufficiently large so that 11.0µ,/s (p= 1, 2, ... , s) may
all become integers and Ao(µ,p - µP- 1) ;;;:;: 2 (p= 1, 2, ... , s) may hold. (This is evidently possible because µ,/s (p= 1, 2, ... , s) are all rational numbers.) This
means that the condition (A 1 ) is valid for the Newton polygon of the transformed equation (7).
For q for which vq is introduced, let us consider the straight lines of the
slope - uq passing through the points X;i and Yk1• Then, as is readily seen, the
distances from the origin to these lines become
0

0

0

i-l+vq(j+l) and JE+v 9_i
vl+v/
✓T+vt
Now, since µq>vq>µ,q_ 1 , by the property of the Newton polygon, the above
parallel lines cannot lie below the line
~+~E=~-l+~~+D=~+~4
passing through Vq. Therefore there exists a positive number
i-l+vq(j+l);;;:;: iq-l+vq(jq+l)+o,
k+vpl

o such that

>- kq+vqlq+o

for any points Xii and Ykz other than Vq, because the set of marked points is
discrete. Then we can choose the preceding 11,0 still larger so that, for any
points X;i and Ykl other than Vq, it may hold that
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X.o(µ,q - vq) > 1, >-o(vq - µ,q-1)22,
X.O(i-1) + X.ovq(j + 1) 2 Ao(iq-1) + Aov/jq + 1) + 2,
X.ok + A.oVq l 2 A.okq + A.oVq lq + 2.

This says that the condition (A 2 ) is also valid for the Newton polygon of the
transformed equation (7). Thus lemma 1 has been proved.
In this note, we consider the case where x20, because the case where
x < 0 is reduced to the former case by replacing x by - x. Then, since the
transformation w=x 11 >-. becomes a real transformation, by the present lemma,
without loss of generality, we may assume that the Newton polygon of the
given equation (5) satisfy the conditions (A 1 ) and (A 2).
2.4

Differential equations (Eµ) and (Fµ),

Let (Eµ) be the difforential equation obtained from (5) by the substitution
y=x!Lyµ, whereµ, is a positive number such that. µP 2µ,2 mp_ 1 =max(fL?_ 1 , 8)
and 8 is any small positive number less than 1/2. This substitution y=xl'y/L
is really possible when (x,yµ) E 52µ: 0 :<. x< .J 1,/y/L j _-:; .J2 , provided .J 1 s .J and
.J't.J2 s ,1_ In the sequel, assuming (x, y ,,) .E S2 µ., we investigate the characters

of (E,,).
Substitution of y=x/ly,, into (5) entails
(8)

dy p._ Y(x, xl'y1,) - p,x1L- 1y 11 X(x, xlLy µ)
xf' X(x, x"'y IL) ·· ·· -

dx - --~--

which is an (E,,). But this equation can be reduced to that of a simpler form.
In fact, from (6) xl'- 1X(x, x"y µ.) and Y(x, x"'y,,) are written as follows :
x"'- 1X(x, xµ.y,,)=h aijXi-l+µ(j+lJyJ,

(9)

i ,j

Then, if we draw the straight line Lµ of the slope -µ, through VP and consider the marked points Xij and Ykz lying on Lµ. (these points are, if any, denoted
by x.,mBm (m= 1, 2, ... 'e) and Y,, 8 (n= 1, 2, ... '/) respectively), then, by the
same reasonings as in the proofof lemma 1, we see that the quantities
a"'-1+µ,(/3m+l)
corresponding to
(10)

X.,m3m

and 'Yn+µo,.

and Yy n On are all equal to

d(µ,) =

inf

Xij,

Ykt

{i-1+µ,(j+l), k+1-d},

and that
i-1 + µ,(j + 1)
(11)

~

d(µ,) +8 1 ,

k+ µ, l ~ d(µ,) +E1

for any points X;i and Ykl lying outside L,,. Here 8 1 is a positive number depending on µ such that its value is 2 1 or 2 2 according as /.L is an integer or
up (by lemma 1). Then the right hand sides of (9) are expressed as follows:
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(12)

where
A(x,y,,.), B'(x,y,,.)=O(x' 1 )

1 l.

Consequently, if we put
A,,.(y,,.) =

i

m=l

a~m/l,,.Y !m,

the numerator of the right hand side of (8) is written as follows:
(13)

Y(x, x,,.y,,.)- µx,,.- 1 y,,_X(x, x,,.y,,.)=xd(p,){B,,_(y,,,) + B(x, y,,.)},

where
(14)

and
B(x,y,,_)=O(x• 1 ) .

Now, as is readily seen, B,,,(y,,,) can vanish identically only when VP is an
Xipip and at the same time a Ykplp and moreover µ=bkp 1/atpip· In this case, µ
is an integer or up, consequently the value of c1 in (11) is ::;:::: 1 or ::;:::: 2,
therefore, when B,,,(y,,,)=0, we have
Y(x, x,,,y,,,) - µx,,,- 1y,,_X(x,x,,,y,,_) =x"(p,)+ 1C(x, y,,,),
where
C(x, y,,_) =O(x st - 1 ).

+

Thus, according as B,,,(y,,,)
0 or =0, dividing the denominator and the
numerator of the right hand side of (8) by x"<,,,J or xac,,,J~ 1 ,we have
0

(15)
(16)

dy,,, _

B,,_(y,,,)+B(x,y,,,)

-dx-- x{A,,,(y,,,)+A(x,y,,.)}
dy,,,_
C(x, Yr,)
dx A,,,(y,,,) +A(x, y,,,)

In the sequel, we call these equations (E,,,). Evidently the critical points of
these equations lying on the y,,,-axis are, if any, isolated.
So far we are concerned with the order with respect to x of the terms
contained in the denominator and the numerator of the right hand side of (8).
Now let us turn our attention to the orders with respect to x and y,,, and let us
consider the case where µ,:;;,.µP-1. In this case, we consider the line L,,_+ 1 and
denote the points X;i· and Yk 1 lying on L,,_+ 1 , if any, by x~,mm
ll' (m= 1, 2, ... , g)
and Y"'i'a' (n= 1, 2, . •• , h) respectively. Then, as before, it follows that the
n n

quantities
a' m -1 + (µ,+ 1)($'m + 1)
I) In this note, the symbol f(u,v)

bounded.

and

= O(u') means that, as

'Y'n + (µ + l)o'"

u➔ O, I/~,'.:-":')

j

is bounded, provided

Iv I

is
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corresponding to Xa,mm
are all equal· to d(µ + 1) and that
11, and Y'Y'a'
n n
i-1+(µ,+l)(j+l) z d(µ+l)+c 2,
k+ (µ+ l)l 2 d(µ,+ 1) +c2

(17)

for any points X 1i and Ykz lying outside L,,.+ 1 • Here c2 is a positive number
depending on µ such that its value is z 1 or z 2 according as µ is an integer
or vp-1 (by lemma 1).
Since VP lies on L,,.+ 1 and L,,., if we write the coordinates of VP as Cs, tc), it
is evident that d(µ)=tc+µs and d(µ+l)=tc+(µ+l)s, consequently also that
d(µ+ 1)-d(µ)=t.

Now, since the orders with respect to x and y,,. of the terms contained in
the right hand sides of (9) are respectively
i-1 + µ(j+ 1) + j=[i-1 + (µ+ l)(j+ l)]-1

and
k+µl+l=k+(µ+l)l,

the terms of the lowest orders among these terms are those corresponding to
Xa,n,11 ,m and Y'Y'a',
consequently their orders are respectively
n n
d(µ+l)-l=d(µ)+(t-1)
and
d(µ+l)=d(µ)+t.
By the way, by (17), the orders of the terms other than the above ones are
higher than the above least orders by at least c2 • Hence, taking (10) into
consideration, if we put
(18)

we have·
x,,.-i X(x, x,,.y,,.)= xd(µ.) {H,,.(x, y ,,.) + H(x, y ,,.) } ,

(19)

Y(x, x,,.y ,,.) = xd(µ.) {K,,.(x, y ,,.) + K(x, y ,,.) } ,

where
H(x, y,,.), K(x, y,,.)=O(r/+••)

as

r,,.= ✓x 2

(20)

+y,,.2-

0. Then, from (12) and (13), it follows that

A,,.(y,,.) +A(x, y,,.)=H,,.(x, y,,.)+H(x, y,,.),
B,,.(y,,.) +B(x, y,,.)=[K,,.(x, y,,.)-µy,,.H,,.(x, y,,.)] +L(x,y,,.),

where
L(x, y,,.)=O(r/+••).

Therefore, when µ s. µp-1, the equations (15) and (16), namely the equations
(E,,.), can be written in the forms as follows:
0

(21)

ill
dx

(22)

[K,,.(x, y,,.)-µy,,.H,,.(x, y,,.)] + L(x, y,,.) .
x{H,,.(x,y,,.)+H(x,y,,.)}
'

dy,,._ [K,,.(x, y,,.)-µy,,.H,,.(x, y,,.)Jx- 1 + L(x, y,,.)x- 1
dx H,,.(x, y ,,.) + H(x, y ,,.)
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As is seen from the way of formation, these equations are of the same form
as that of (2) and, as we have seen, the origin of the (x, y,,.)- plane cannot be a
critical point without being an isoloated one. Therefore we can consider the
exceptional directions of (E,,.) at the origin. Indeed, for (E,,.) (µ, ~ µ,p -1), the
polynomial defined in 2.1 becomes as follows:
F,,.(x, y,,.)=x{K,,.(x, y,,.)-(µ,+l)y,,.H,,.(x,y,,.)}
when B,,.(y,,.) 0 ;
(23)
F,,.(x, y,,.)=K,,.(x, y,,.)-(µ,+ l)y,,.H,,.(x, y,,.)
when B,,.(y,,.) == 0.
In the sequel, let us consider the case where µ, ~ µ,P -1 and B,,.(y,,.) + 0.
In this case., evidently the direction x=0 is an exceptional direction of (E,,.) at
the origin. So, in the following, let us study the integral curves tending to
the origin in the direction of the y,,.-axis. For this purpose, putting x=zy,,. in
(E,,.), let us make differential equations as follows :

+

(24)
(25)

dz = z{y,,.A,,.(y,,.)-B,,.(y,,.)}y;;:" +z•a(y,,., z)
dy,,. .
Ji,.{B,,.(y,,.)y;"+b(y,,.,z)},
dz
-z{D,,.(z) +d(y,,, z)}
dy,,
y,,.{C,,.(z) +c(y,,, z)} '

'

where
a(y,,., z), b(y,,., z)=O(z'

1 ),

c(y,,., z) =c1(y,,.) +cly,,., z), d(y,,, z) =d1(y,,.) +d2 (y,,., z),

ci(y,,.), d 1(y,,.)=O(y!'), ciy,,., z), diy,,., z)=z••·O(y!'),
and
(26)

C,,.(z) =Kµ(z, 1)- µ,H,,.(z, 1),
D,,.(z) =K,,.(z, 1) - (µ, + l)H ,,.(z, l).

In the sequel, let us denote the differential equations (24) and (25) by (F,,.).
Evidently the constant terms of H,,.(z, 1) and K,,.(z, 1) are, if any, the coefficients
of the terms in (6) corresponding to VP, because
II

H,,.(z, l)= ~ a,,,, fl' zc:-i-fl:,. ,
m-1

(27)

mm

h

K,,.(z, 1) = ~ by, 8 ,z"-8~ •
n=1

n

n.

From (25), a lemma can be proved about integral curves of (E,,.) tending
to the origin in the direction of the y ,,.~axis as follows :
Lemma 2. When C,,.(0)D,,.(0) >0 or D,,.(z) == 0, the integral curve of (E,,.)
tending to the origin in the direction of the y,,.-axis is only x=0.

If-we put y,,.=u;... and z=v;... for any odd positive integer:\. such
that AE1, AE2 ~ 1, then the equation (25) becomes equivalent to u=0, v=O
and
Proof.

(28)

dv

a,-;:-

-v{D,,.(v;...) +d(u\ v;...)}
u{C,,.(v~ +c(u\ v~}
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But u=0 and v=0 are evidently integral curv,es of (28), consequently (25) becomes equivalent to (28) itself.
In general,µ is not an integer, consequently c(u", v") and d(u", ·ii") are not
always defined in the 2nd and 4th quadrants of the (u, v)-pfane. But, from the
manner of choosing x., it is evident that the denominator and the numerator of
the right-hand side of (28) are continuously differentiable with respect to u
and v in the part u v 2 0 of a neighborhood of the origin.
Hence, when C,.(0)D,.(0) >0, since u=0 and v=0 are integral curves, by the
same reasonings as in the case of a saddle-point, it is readily seen that the
integral curves of (28) tending to the origin are only u=0 and v=0. Then it
follows that the integral curves of (25) Unding to the origin are only z=0
andy,.=0.
When D,.(z)==0, as is readily seen, VP is an X;pip and at the same time a
Ykplp and moreover bkplp - (µ + l)a;p;p = 0. In this case, the value of 82 in (17) is
2 1 or 2 2, because µ is an integer or vp -1. Hence, dividing the denominator
and the numerator of the right hand of (25) by y ,., we can write (25) as follows:
(29)
where
f(yµ, z)

d(yµ, z)y; 1

C,.(z) +c(y,., z)

and

Then, since zf(y,., z) is continuously differentiable with respect to z in the part
yµz 2 0 of a neighborhood of the origin, one and only one integral curve of (29)
passes through the origin. But from the form of (29), this unique integral
curve must be z=0. Consequently it follows that the integral curve tending
to the origin is only z=0.
Thus, in either case, returning to the (x, y ,.)-plane, we see that the integral
curve of (E,.) tending to the origin in the direction of the y,.-axis is only x=0.
This proves the lemma.
§ 3.

Order and magnitude of a certain integral curve tending to the origin.

In this paragraph, corresponding to the vertices V p's (p= 1, 2, ... , s + 1) of
the Newton polygon of (5), let us consider the integral curve y=y(x) of (5)
such that y(x) =o(xmP-•) as x- + 0, and let us study its behavior near the origin,
making use of the subsidiary equation (E,.) forµ such that mp-i ;5;.µS:.µp-1.
For the vertex VP , there arise three cases as follows :
Case I. VP is a certain Yu (this point is denoted by Ykpzp;) and not any X;;;
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Case II. VP is a certain X.j (this point is denoted by X,pjp•) and not any Ykz;
Case III. VP is a certain X.j and at the same a certain Ykz•

At first, let us consider the vertex VP for p such that p :::; s. Then
evidently l P ~ 1.
Now, for any µ<µp-1, there is no marked point on L/L+ 1 other than VP'
Therefore, for (El') with suchµ, from (23) and (26), we have
(30)
Fix, yl')=bkplpxy!P, Ci=)=Diz)= bkplp'
consequently it is evident that Ci0)Di0) = (bkpzp) 2 > o. Then the exceptional
directions of (El') at the origin are only x=0 and y/L=0 and, by virtue of
lemma 2, the integral curve tending to the origin in the direction of the
y/L-axis is only x=0. Therefore, if an integral curve of (El') other than x=0
tends to the origin, it must do so in the direction of the x-axis. In other
words, if the integral curve y= y(x) of (5) is such that y(x) =o(x1L) 1 ), then it
must be that y(x) =o(x1'+ 1 ).
Now, we choose a positive integer n so that µp-1 .~ rnP_ 1 +n<µP. Then,
if y=y(x) is an integral curve of (5) such that y(x) =o(xmP- it follows from
the preceding result that y(x) =o(xmp_,+ 1 ) =o(xmp_,+') = ... =o(xmp_,+n), consequently that y(x)=o(x/Lr1). This says that the integral curve y=y(x) such that y(x)=
o(xmP- must.be the one such that y(x)=o(x/LP- 1 ).
Now, for (El') with µ=µp-1, the side VpVp+ 1 of the Newton polygon lies
on L/L+ 1 , therefore, from (26) we have C/L(0) = D/L (0) = bkP'P' consequently
Ci0)D/0) = (bkplp)2 > 0. Then, as before, the integral curve of (El') tending to
the origin in the direction of the y/L-axis is only x=0. But, in this case, as is
seen from (18) and (23), there may exist exceptional directions of (El') at the
origin other than x=0, namely it may happen that an integral curve tends
to the origin in a certain exceptional direction y/L=px. Thus we see that
the integral curve y=y(x) such that y(x)=o(x 1'P- 1) must be the one such that
1 ),

1)

y(x) = px 1'P + o(xl'P),

Then, combined with the preceding result, it is concluded that the integral
curve y=y(x) of (5) such that y(x) =o(xmP- (p::::;, s) is either the one of order
µp in x and of a finite non-zero magnitude or the one such that y(x) =o(x/LP).
Next, let us consider the vertex V,+i• For this vertex, it may happen that
l,+ 1 =0, but, when l,+ 1 =I= 0, it must be that l,+ 1 = 1, because otherwise j ~ 1,
which implies the existence of a common factory between X(x, y) and Y(x, y).
When l,+ 1 = 1, by the same reasonings as for the vertex VP (p ~ s), it
follows that the integral curve y=y(x) such that y(x) =o(xmP- must be the
one of order infinity in x.
When l,+ 1 = 0, from (30), for µ = mP_ 1 , we see that the exceptional
1)

1)

I) In the sequel, unless otherwise stated, y(x) =o(x'-') implies y(x) =o(x.") as x

➔

+O.
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direction of (Emp-1 ) is only x=0, consequently, by the same reasonings as
for VP (ps. s), we see that there exists no integral curve y=y(x) such that
y(x) =o(xmP- 1).

Case II.

VP is an Xipjp and not any Yk1•

As in the preceding case, for (Eµ) with µ•~µ.p-1, we have C/.L(0) = - µa1pjp,
- (µ, + l)aipjp, consequently C/.L(0)D/.L(0) = µ{µ, + l)(a1pjp) 2 > 0. While, in
particular, for (E/.L) with µ,<µ,p-l, it is valid that

D/0) =

F/.L(x,y/.L) = -(µ,+ l)a;pipxyJP+ 1•

Therefore, by the same reasonings as for VP (ps.s) in the preceding case, there
is obtained the same conclusion as that in Case I except for the case where
l,+1 =0.
Case III. VP is an X 1pjp and at the same time a Ykplp•
In this case lp:::?:l, because lP=jp+l.

Now, for (E/.L) with µ,<µ,P-l, we have
C/.L(0) =bkplp - µa;pjp, D/.L(0) =bkizP - (µ,+ l)a1pjp;
(µ,>µp-1)
(31)

(µ=µp-1>0)

In particular, for (E/.L) with µ,<µp-1, it is valid that
(32)

Fix,y/.L)={bkp1p-(µ+l)a1pip}xy;P

when B/.L(y/.L) + 0,
when B/y/.L) == 0.

(33)

From these formulas, it is evident, for (E/.L) withµ such that µ,<µP-1 and·
µ,=/=bkpz/aipjp-l, =l=bkpz/a1pjp, that B/.L(y/.L)+0 and that the exceptional directions
at the origin are only x=0 and y/.L=0.
In the sequel, for (E/.L) with µ, < µ,p - l, we shall attack the problem
separately according to the magnitude of the quantity bkpzp/a1pjp•
In this case, evidently
bkpz/a;pjp -1 and bkp1p/aipjp are at the same time greater than or less than µ,,
consequently it is valid that Ci0)D/0) > 0. Then, by the same reasonings
as for VP (p ~ s), there are obtained the same conclusions as those of Case I
except for the case where l,,.. 1 =0.
l°.

Case where

bkpz/a1pjp>µP or <µp-i•

2° Case where µp>bkpl/aipjp>/J,p-1•

= vP and so, by lemma 1, it holds that
µ,p - l > vp:::?: /hp-i +2>mp-i + 1.

For (E/.L) with µ,<vp-l, it is evident that C/.L(0)Dµ(0)>0 and that the
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exceptional directions at tlie origin are only x=0 and y,,.=0. On the other hand,
for (E,,.) with µ,= vp-1, evidently F,.(x, y ,,.) =D;,.(z) -==0. Consequently, for such
an equation, all directions are exceptional directions at the origin and moreover, by lemma 2, the integral curve tending to the origin in the direction of
the y,,.-axis is only x=0. Then, by the same reasonings as for V~ (p:;;;,,s) in Case
I, it is seen that the integral curve y=y(x) of (5) such that r(x) =o(xmP- 1 ) must be
either the one of order vP in x and of a finite non-zero magnitude or the one
such that y(x)=o(xvP). From this, it is evident that there does not exist any
integral curve of (5) of order vP in x and of the magnitude infinity.
Now the integral curve of (5) of order vP in x and of magnitude p
corresponds to the integral curve of (Evp) tending to the point (0, p) on the
Yup-axis. But, since Ao/Yvp)=a•pip)'£t and Bv/Yvp)=0, by (16), (Evp) is written
as follows.
dyvp_
C(x,yvp)
dx - a,pi;,Y!;+A(x, Yvp) ·

Evidently A(x, Yvp) and C(x, Yvp) are continuously differentiable with respect to
and y,,P in a neigp.borhood of any point (0, p) (p 4= 0), because 8 1 L 2 from
the definition. Then, since the critical point lying on the Yvp-axis is only the
origin, we see that, through any point (0, p) (p =\= 0), there passes one and only
one integral curve, which evidently differs from x=0 as is seen from the
form of (E,,), This says that, for any number p ( =\= 0), there exists always
one and only one integral curve of (5) of ,order vP in x and of magnitude p.
Lastly, let us consider the integral curve y=r(x) such that y(x) =o(x,P). By
(33), for (Evp), the exceptional direction at the origin is only y,P=0. But, for
(E,,.) with µ,>vP, by (32), the exceptional directions at the origin consist of x=0
and y,,.=0. Then, since C,.(0)D,.(0) >0 for (E,,.) with µ,>vP, by the same reasonings as in Case I, it is seen that, when p:;;;,, s, the integral curve y=y(x) of (5)
such that y(x)=o(xvP) must be either the one of order µ,i,. in x and of a finite
non-zero magnitude or the one such t:b,at y(x) =o(x,,.P) and that the integral
curve y=:=y(x) such that y(x)=o(xv•'• 1 ) must be the one of order infinity in x.
From this, it is evident that there does not exist any integral curve of (5) of
order vP in x and of the magnitude zero.
Thus, summarizing the above results, we have the conclusi<:m that the
integral curve y=y(x) such that y(x)=o(xmP- 1 ) must be the one of order vP in x
and of a finite non-zero magnitude or otherwise, when p:;;;,,s, it must be either
the one of order µ,pin x and of a finite non-zero magnitude or the -0ne such
that y(x) =o(x,,.P) and, when p =s + 1, it must be the one of order infinity in x.
In addition, about the integral curves of order v~ in x, .there holds
Theorem I. When vp exists, for any number ·p ( =\= 0), ~kere exists always
one and only one integral curve of (5) of order vP in x and of malJ'll,itude p, and
there does not exist any integral curve of order vP in x and of the magnitude
either zero or infinity.
3°. Case where bkp1p/a,pip=µ,p• In this case, evidently it cannot be that
x
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p=s + 1, because µ,+ 1 = oo.
Now, for (E,.) with µ<µp-1, evidently bkpz/aipip and bkpz/aipip-1 are
both greater than µ, consequently C,.(0)D,.(0) > 0. Then, as for VP ( p .S:: s) in
Case I, it follows that, for an integral curve y=y(x) of (5), y(x)=o(x1L) implies
y(x)=o(x,.+ 1 ), consequently that, for an integral curve y=y(x), y(x)=o(xmP- 1 )
implies y(x)=o(xµP- 1 ). Then, ify=y(x) is an integral curve such that y(x)=
o(xmP- 1 ), for any u such that µP>u~µp-1, it is valid that y(x)=;;=o(xlLP-')=o(xv- 1 )
=o(x"). This says that, for an integral curve y=y(x), y(x)=o(x~P- 1 ) implies
y(x)=o(x") for any u<µP'
Now, for µ=µp-1, as for Vp(p<s) in Case I, an integral curve of (E,.)
tending to the origin in the exceptional direction different from the y ,.-axis
yields an integral curve y=y(x) of (5) such that y(x) is of the form px/LP+o(x/LP).
While, an integral curve of (E,.) tending to the origin in the direction of the
y ,.-axis y-ields an integral curve of (5) of order µP in x and of the magnitude
infinity, provided the former does not coincide with the y µ,-axis. Because, for
such an integral curve y=y(x) of (5), as x-+ + 0, it holds that /y(x) / / x/LP-+oo and,
as is proved at first, also that y(x)/x"'-+0 for any u<µP.
Thus we have the conclusion that the integral curve y=y(x) of (5) such
that y(x)=o(xmP- 1 ) must be the one such that y(x)=o(xµP) or otherwise must be
either the one of order µp in x and of a finite non-zero magnitude or the one
of order µ,Pjn x and of the magnitude infinity.

When Dµ p _ 1 (z)=0, there does not exist any integral curve of
order µPin x and of the magnitude infinity, for, as is seen from lemma 2,
except for x=0, there does not exist any integral curve of (Eµ p _1 ) tending to
the origin in the direction of theyµ p -i-axis.
Remark.

In this case, as a matter of course, p;;;;;2,
because bkp1/aipip+o and µ 0 =0. Therefore it is evident that mp-l =µp-l•
Since bkplp -(µp-l + l)a;pip+o from the assumption, for (Eµp_,), by (32) and
(33), the exceptional directions at the origin are either x=0 and yf'p-,=0 or
only yf'p-,=0 according as BµP_Jy/Lp-,) +o or =0.
Now, for (E,.) withµ,> /J,p-i, evidently bkpz/a;pip -1 and bkpz/a;pip are both
less than µ,, consequently Cµ(0)Dµ(0) > 0. Therefore,· by the same reasonings
as in Case I, it is seen that, when p<s, the integral curve y=y(x) of (5)
corresponding t~ the integral curve of (Ef'p_ 1 ) which tends to the origin in. the
direction of the x-axis must be either the one such that y(x) =o(x/LP) or the one
of or~er µPin x and of a finite non-zero magnitude, and that, when p=s+l,
such. ,an integral curve must be the one of order infinity in x.
On the contrary, if any, the integral curve l of (E,,P_Jwhich differes from
x=0 and tends tothe origin in the positive direction of the Jµp_,-axis yields
an integral curvey=y(x) such thaty(x)/xµP_ 1 + 1 -+oo as x-++0.
Now, if we mark the points (k + 1, l-1) and (i, j) in the (f, 17)-plane
corresponding to the terms bk 1y1xk and a;iyix', and consider the Newton polygon
4°. Case where bkpz/aipip=µj,_ 1 •
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of the differential equation
dx _ X(x,y)
dy - Y(x,y)'

(3
4)

considering x as a function of y, then it is readily seen that this polygon and
the Newton polygon of (5) are symmetric with respect to the line 'l7 = t-1.
Therefore evidently the slopes of the sides of the Newton polygon of (34) can
be expressed by µ/ = 1//Lj (j= 1, 2, ... , s). For convenience, let us put µ 0' = =,
/Ls: 1 =0 and also m~_ 1 =max(µ~_ 1 ,o), where o is a sufficiently small positive
number less than 1/(µp-t + 1).
Although µ~'s are not integers, the relations of order between .x and y
obtained in the preceding cases are also valid for these µ~'s without any
altering, for such relations are invariant for the transformation of the variable used in the proof of lemma 1 in order to let the inclinations have integral
values. Then, by the results in case 3°, it is seen that, for an integral curve
of (34), x(y)=o(ym~) implies x(y)=o(yv) for any v<µ~- 1 • But, since
1/(µp-i +l)>o=m~ when p=s+l and 1/(µp-t +1)>1/µp=/L~=m~ when p<s,
it holds that 1/(µ,p-t + 1) >m~. Therefore it is evident that, for an integral
curve x=x(y) of (34) such that x(y) =o(x 11 </Lp-t +'>), there holds x(y) =o(yv) for
any v<µ,~_ 1 • This says that, for an integral curve y=y(x) of (5) such that
y(x)/x/LP- 1 +i-. = as x-. + 0, it holds that y(x)/xµ._, = for anyµ,> /Lp-t as x-. + 0.
Now, for the integral curve l, it evidently holds that y(x)/x/LP- 1 -.0 as x-.+0.
Therefore it is seen that the integral curve l yields an integral curve of (5) of
order J.L,p-t in x and.of the magnitude zero. If wereplacey by-yin (5), the
~ame result is also obtained for the integral curve of (E"p-,) which differs
from x=0 and tends to the origin in the negative direction of the y,,p_,-axis.
Thus we see that the integral curve y=y(x) of (5) such that y(x)=o(.x/LP- 1 )
(p* l) must be .the one of order f.1-,p-i in x and of the magnitude zero or otherwise, when p;;;:;;: s, it must be either the one of order /Lp in x and of a finite
non-zero magnitude or the one such that y(x) =o(x"P) and, when p=s + 1, it
must be the one of order infinity in x.
.x=x~y)

Remark. When B,,P_/y,,P_)==-0, there exists no integral curve of (5) of
order /1-p-i in x and of the magnitude zero, because the direction x=0 is not an
exceptional direction of (EP·p-,) at the origin.
The preceding results of this paragraph are summarized as follows:
The integral curve y=y(x) such that y(.x) =o(xmP- 1 ) must, if any, be one of
the following types:
1. the integral curve of order µP in ,x and of a finite non-zero magnitude
(p;:s;;:s),

2.

3.
(p .S: s+l),

4.

"

of order h in x and of the magnitude infinity (p;:s;;:s),
of order uP in x and of a finite non-zero magnitude

II

of order

"

fJ-,p-1

in x and of the magnitude zero (pz2),
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5.
,,
oforderinfinityinx (p=s+l),
6.
"
y=y(x) such that y=o(x,,.P) (p ~ s).
The integral curve of the 2nd type may appear only when µ,p=bkpzp/a;p;p
and D,,. p _1 (z)
0.
.
The integral curve of the 3rd type always appears when vP exists and there
always exists such an integral curve of the arbitrary magnitude p (=\= 0).
The integral curve of the 4th type may appear omy when P,p-1 =bkpz/a;pip
and B,,.P_Jy,,.P_,1)
0.
From this result, taking p= 1, 2, ... , s+ 1 successively, we have a conclusion:
the integral curve y=y(x) of (5) such that y(x)=o(x') for any small E>0
must, if any, be either of order P,p (pSas) in x or of order vq (q<s+l) in x or
otherwise be of order infinity in x.
Now, if xis replaced by -x in (5), there is obtained a differential equation
dy _
Y(-x, y)
(35)

+

+

dx-

-=-x< - x,y) · .

This equation is (5) itself but with a,; and bu replaced by a,;= ( - ll+ 1 a,; and
bkl=(-1)1'bk1 respectively. Consequently the Newton polygon of (35) coincides
with that of (5) and moreover, for any vertex Vq which is an X,q;q and at the
same time a Ykq1q, it holds that
·
bkqz/a,qiq = ( - llqbkqz/( - l)'q+l a, 919 =bk91 /a,qiq•
because kq=iq-1. Therefore the values of ,-,,/s and vq's for (34) determined
by its Newton polygon are same as those for (5). Hence the same conclusion
is valid for the integral curve y=y(x) of (35) such that y(x)=o(x') as x-+o,
in other words, is valid for the integral curve y=y(x) of (5) such that y(x)=
o(lxl') as x--0.
Now, as is remarked in 2.1, the integral curve of (5) tending to the origin
tends to the origin either spiraling to the origin or in a certian exceptional
direction. While, the integral curve of (5) tending to the origin in the direction y = px (x::C:0) is expressed as y=y(x)=px+o(x) (as x-+0) and that tending to the origin in the direction x=O is expressed as x=x(y)=o(y) (as r-+o or
-0). By the preceding conclusion, the integral curve y=y(x) such that y(x)=
px+o(x) must be either of order /l;p (p <s) in x or of order vq (q.S:s+l) in x
or otherwise be of order infinity in x. For the integral curve x=x(y) such
that x(y) =o(y), if we interchange the roles of x and y, from the preceding discussions on (34), it follows that this integral curve must be either of order
µ'p=l/µP (p.S:s) or of order v'q=l/vq (q ~s+l) in y or otherwise be of order
infinity in y. _This implies that the integral curve x=x(y) such that x(y)=o(y)
must b~ the integral curve y=:=y(x) either of order P,p (p ;S; s) in x or of order vq
(q ~ s + 1) in x or otherwise be the integral curve x=x(y) of order infinity in

Y·
Thus, summarizing these, we have
Thorem 2. The integral curve of (5) tending to the origin in a fixed
direction must, if any, be one of the following types :
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l. that of order µp (p _:::;_ s) in x and of a certain magnitude,
2. that of order vq (q ~ s+ 1) in x and of a finite non-zero magnitude,
3. that of order infinity in x,

4. that of order infinity in y.
§

4.

The integral curve of order infinity.

First, let us consider an integral curve of (5) of order infinity in x. By
the results of the preceding paragraph, we can suppose that such an integral
curve is the one yielded by an integral curve of (E,,.) tending to the origin in
the direction of the x-axis for µ which is an integer greater than m, and
further greater than v,+ 1 if this exists. Consequently, taking the vertex V,+ 1
of the Newton polygon of (5), let us seek for an integral curve of (E1,) tending
.to the origin in the direction of the x-axis for the above-mentioned value of
µ.

When V,+ 1 is a vertex of Case I, as we have already seen, it must be that
or t+1=l.
When l,+ 1 =0, namely when Y(x, 0) 0, there exists no integral curve of
(5) of order infinity in x.
When l,+ 1= 1, it must be that X(x, 0) 0, for otherwise X(x, y) and Y(x, y)
would have a common factor y. Then X(x, 0) and Yy(x, 0) can be written as
follows:

l,+1=0

++-

X(x, 0) =a,.cx +o(x"'),
Yy(x, 0) = b/l 1 x + o(x~),

where

f3 = k,+ 1 and

a> ,8 + l.

Then, by the definition,

. A,,.(y,,.)==0, B,,.(y,,.)=bfl1y,,.,
A(x, y ,,.) =a,. 0 xN +o(xN) + O(y /L),

B(x, y ,,.) =y,,.•O(x),

N=a-,8-1 ~ 1.
where
Now, sinceµ is an integer, A(x,y,,.) and B(x,y/L) are analytic inx and y/Lat
the origin. Hence, applying Keil's theorem, we see that, when aaobfl 1 <0, the
integral curve of (E,,.) tending to the origin in the positive direction of the
x-axis is only y,,.=0, and, when aaob/l 1>0, all the integral curves lying on the
right side of the y ,,.-axis tend to the origin in the direction of the x-axis.
This says that, when a,.0 bfl 1<0, the integral curve of (5) of order infinity
in x is only y = 0 and that, when aaobfJ 1 > 0, infinitely many such integral curves
really exist.
'
When V,+ 1 is a vertex of Case II, it must be that j,+ 1 =0, because otherwise
l ~ 2, which implies the existence of the common factor between X(x,y) and
Y(x,y). Further it must be that Y(x, 0),==0, because l 2 l. Thus we see that
A,,.(y,,.) =a;pip•

B,,.(y,,.)= - µa;pipy,,.,

B(x, y)=y,,.•O(x)

(p=s+ 1).

Then, sinceµ is an integer, A(x, y ,,.) and B(x, y ,,.) become analytic in x and y,,.
at' the origin, consequently, for the equation (15), the origin of the (x, y ,,.)-plane
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becomes a saddle-point and only the integral curves x=0 and yµ=0 tend to
the origin. This says that the integral cµrve of (5) of order infinity in xis only
y=0.

When V,+ 1 is a vertex of Case III, as above, it must be that j,+ 1 =0,
consequently also that Z,+ 1 = 1. Then we see that
Aµ(yµ)=a;pjp, Bµ(yµ)=(bkplp-µa;pjp)yµ, B(x, yµ)=yµ•O(x)

(p=s+l),

because Y(x, 0)=0.
Now, (bkplp - µa;pjp)aipjp <0, as is seen from the way of choosingµ.
Therefore, as in the former case, for the equation (15), the origin of the (x, y µ)plane becomes a saddle-point and only the integral curves x=0 and yµ=0 can
tend to the origin. This says that the integral curve of (5) of order infinity
in xis only y=0.
Thus there is obtained

+

Theorem 3. When Y(x, 0) 0, there exists no integral curve of (5) of order
infinity in x. When Y(x, 0)=0, if X(x, 0) and Yy(x, 0) are written as

X(x, 0)=a.,ox+o(x"'),

Yy(x, 0)=b111 x8+ o(x8 )

and it holds that

a> fJ+ 1 and a..ob11 1>0,
then there exist really infinitely many integral curves of (5) of order infinity
in x. But, when Y(x, 0)=0, if any one of the above conditions is not satisfied,
then y=0 is a unique integral curve of (5) of order infinity in x.
Since the variables x and y are mutually interchangeable, the analogous

theorem is evidently valid for the integral curves of (5) of order infirtity in y,
but it is omitted here for brevity.
§

I

0

•

5.

The integral curves of order µp in x.

The integral curve of order µPin x and of the magnitude infinity.

By the result of § 3, the integral curves of (5) of order µp in x and of the
magnitude infinity can appear only as the one yielded by an integral curve of
(Eµ p -1) tending to the origin in the direction of the y µp _1-axis for the vertex
VP (p:::::::
s) of Case III, 3° such that Dµ p _1 (z) 0. But, by the reasonings of § 2,
such an integral curve of (Eµ.p _1 ) is yielded by the one of (Fµ p _1 ) tending to
the origin. So, in this section, let us seek for such an integral curve of (Fµ p _1 ).
For brevity, put µp-1=µ . . Then, comparing (14) with (26), we see that

+

(36)

Dµ(z)=z1PBµ/l/z),

from which follows that BµP(y l'p) +o because Dµ(z)
then, from
(37)

Bµ/Jµp)=eoy~P+c1y~; 1+

··· +c11

µ=bkpz/aipjp,

follows that (3<lp, and, from (36) follows

+0.

Put

(co=\=0),
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D,h)=eoz" +o(z"),

where u=lp-/3>0. On the other hand, due to (37), from (26), follows
C,,.(z) =a;pjp + O(z).

Thus the equation (F,,.) becomes that of the form as follows :

dz_ -z{eoz"+o(z")+d(y,,, z)}
dy,,. - y,,.{a,pjp + O(z) +c(y,,., z)}
Now, sinceµ is an integer, c(y,,., z) and d(y,,, z) are analytic in y,,. and z at
the origin. Hence, by applying Keil's theorem to the above equation, w~ have
the assertion as follows :
the integral curve of (F,,) tending to the origin in the direction of the y ,,axis is only z=0;
when u is even, if coa.p;p <0, all the integral curves of (F,,) except for z=0
tend to the origin in the direction of the z-axis and, if eoa,pjp > 0, the integral
curves of (F,,) tending to the origin are only z=0 and y,,=0;
when u is odd, if coa,pjp < 0, all the integral curves lying above the y ,,-axis
tend to the origin in the direction of the z-axis and only the integral curve
y,,=0 can tend to the origin from below the z-axis; when u is odd, if c0 a,pjp>0,
the integral curves behave in the same manner but the sides of the z-axis
are interchanged.
If we return to the equation (E,,), from the above assertion, there is
obtained
Theorem 4. The integral curve of order µp in x and of the magnitude
infinity can exist only when

an<Z_ B,,P(y,,P) is of the form
B,,/y,,P)=eoy!P +c1y!/ + ... +c/J

(eo=/=-0, f3<lp)•

When u=lp-/3 is even, if coa,P;P<0, such integral curves exist infinitely
many on both sides of the x-axis, but, if coa,p;p>0, such an integral c11,rve does
not exist.
When u=lp-/3 is odd, such,integral curves exist infinitely many only on
the upper or lower side of the x-axis according as coa;pjp < 0 or > 0 and there
exists none on the opposite side'.
2°.

The integral curve of order µpin x and of the magnitude zero.

By the result of § 3, the integral curve of (5) of order µp in x and of the
magnitude zero can appear only as the one yielded by an integral curve of
(E,,) tendin~ ~o the origin in the direction of the y,,.P-aixs for the vertex Vp+i
(l.:s;;p.:s;;s) of Case III, 4° such that B,,.P(y,,P) 0. But, by the reasonings of §2,
such an integral curve of (E,,P) is yielded by the one of (F,,P) tending to the

+
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origm. So, in this section, let us seek for such an integral curve of (FµP).
For brevity, put µ,=µ,r Then, from
bkp+1lp+1fa,p+1ip+1 = µ, .
A,,.(y,,.) and B,,.(y,,.) become the polynomials of the forms as follows :
A,,.(y,,.)=a;p+1ip+1Y{p+l +o(y[P+ 1),
B,,.(y µ.) =o(ytp+1).
Now, on account of B,,.(y,,.) +0, we can put
Bµ.(yµ.)=doy;+o(y;)
(do=f=.0, ry>lµ+ 1).
Then, since

and
B,,.(y,,.)y; lp+l =doyt +o(yt)
(o=ry-lp+1),
by (24), the equation (Fµ.) becomes that of the form as follows :
dz_ z{a,p+iip+,+O(y,,.)+a(y,,., z)}
dy,,. yµ.{doy! +o(y!) +b(y,,., z)}
But, sinceµ, is an integer, a(y,,., z) and b(y,,., z) are analytic in yµ. and z at the
or1gm. Hence, if we apply Keil's thorem to the above equation, there is
obtained the assertion as follows :
the integral curve of (F,,.) tending to the origin in the direction of the
z-axis is only y µ. = 0 ;
when o is even, if d0 a;p+iip+ 1 >0, all the integral curves of (Fµ.) except for
yµ.=0 tend to the origin in the direction of the y,,.-axis and, if doa;p+iip+ 1 <0,
the integral curves of (F,,.) tending to the origin are only z=0 and yµ.=0;
when o is odd, if d0a,p+iip+i > 0, all the integral curves lying on the right
side of the z-axis tend to the origin in the direction of the y ,,.-axis and .only
the integral curve z=0 can tend to the origin on the left side of the z-axis;
when o is odd, if d0 a,p+iip+i < 0, the integral curves behave in the same
manner but the sides of the z-axis are interchanged.
From this assertion, returning to the equation (Eµ.), we obtain
Theorem. 5. The integral curve of (5) of order µPin x and of the magnitude
zero can exist only when
µP=:= bkp+ 11µ+ 11a1p+1ip+1
and Bµ./yµP) is of the form
B;/y,,.p)=doy;p +o(y;p)
(do=f=.O, ry>lp+1),
When o=ry-lp+ 1 . is even, if doa1p+iip+ 1>0, such integral curves exist
infinitely many on both sides of the x-axis, but, if doa;p+iip+i < 0, such an integral aurve does not exist.
When o=ry-lp+i is odd, such integral curves exist infinitely many only on
the upper or lower side of the x-axis according as doa;P+ iip+ 1 > 0 or< 0 and there
exists none on the opposite side.
3°. The integral curve of order µpin x and of a finite non-zero m.agnitude.
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The integral curve y=y(x) of order µ,P in x and of a finite non-zero
magnitude is also evidently that of the same type even when the transformation w=x 1t >- used in the proof of lemma 1 is not acted. So, in this section,
we suppose that the equation (5) is the initial equation itself, namely the
equation for which the transformation w=x 11 "° is not yet acted. Consequently,
of course, in this section, the values of µ,/s are not necessarily integers.
Since the value of µ,P is a rational number, µ,P can be exprssed as q1/p1
with positive integers p 1 and q 1. Then the substitution of x=tf' and y=u tf
into (5) entails
0

du
dt1

(38)

p1B µp(u) + t1g(t 1, u)
t1 {Aµ./u) + tif(t1, u),}

It is evident that the integral curve of (5) of order µ,P in x and of a finite nonzero magnitude p is yielded by the integral curve of (38) tending to the point
(0, p) as tc~+o .
.When Bµ./u) 0, let the non-zero real roots of Bµ/u)=0, if any, be p/s
(j=l, 2, ... , f), and let the multiplicty of pj be Kj- Then, as is seen from the form
of (38), the integral curve tending to any point (0, p) such that p ==I= 0, =/=p /s is
only t 1=0, in other words, there exists no integral curve of (5) of order µ,Pin
x and of magnitude p such that p==/=0, =f=p/s.
But, for p=pj, when Aµ/pj)=/=0, the equation (38) becomes

+

l,c) p 1Btj>(pj)v"j
+o(v"j) +t1g(t1, pj +v)
dv
µ
dt 1 Aµ/pj)t1 +t1·O(v)+tif(t1, pj+v)
where u=pj+v. Then, when ,cj=l, as the origin is a simple critical point,
.about the integral curves of this equation, we have the assertion as follows :
if Aµ/pj)B;/pj) >0, all the integral curves lying on the right side of the
v-axis tend to the origin ;
if AµP(pj)B~/pj)<0, one and only one integral curve tends to the origin
in the direction {p 1B:/rj)-Aµ./pj)}v-g(0,pj)t 1=0 and any other integral curve
lying on the right side of the v-axis does not tend to the origin.
When Kj 2 2, the behavior of integral curves is known by Keil's theorem
as follows:
only one integral curve tends to the origin in the direction Aµ./pj)vg(0, pj)t 1=0 (we shall denote this integral curve by v=v0 (t 1));
when Kj is odd, if Aµ./pj)B~"),(pj)<0, only the integral curve t 1=0 tends to
the origin on each side of the integral curve v=voCt 1) and, if Aµ./pj)B~;(pj)>0,
all the integral curves tend to the origin on both sides of the integral curve
v=vo(t1) ;

when Kj is even, if Aµ./pj)B~")(pj) <0, only the integral curve t 1=0 tends
to the origin on the upper side of the integral curve v=vo(t 1) and all the
integral curves tend to the origin on the lower side of the integral curve v=
vo(t1); if Aµ/pj)B~"),(pj)>0, the behaviors of the integral curves on each side
of the integral curve v=vo(t 1) are interchanged.
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From this result is known the behavior of the integral curves of (5) of
order P.,p in x and of magnitude Pi such that A,./pi) =I== 0.
When B,./u)=0,· the equation (38) becomes
du_
g(t1, u)
(39)
dt1 - A,./u)~+~t1~f(-,----t1-,-u-,-) ·
But, as is readily seen from the definition, A,./u) and B,./u) cannot vanish
ident1ca1Jy at the s.ame time, so, at present, A,./u) +0. Hence let the non-zero
real roots of A,./u/= 0, if any, be o-/s (i= 1, 2, ... , g). Then, since the point
(0, p) such that p =f=. 0, =/==o-/s is an ordinary point of (39), there exists one and
only one integral curve of (39) passing tlirough such a point. Evidently such
an integral curve is distinct from t 1 =0. This says that, for any p such that
p=f=.0, =/==o-.'s, there exists one and only one integral curve of (5) of order P.,p in x
and of magnitude p.
Thus, summarizing the above results, we obtain
Theorem 6. The non-zero value p such that B,./p) =/==0 cannot be a magnitude of the integral curve of (5) of order P.,p in x.
For. the non-zero value p such that B,./p) = 0 but A,.P(p) =f=. 0, when B,,./u) == 0,
there exists one and only one integral curve of (5) of order P.,p in x and of magnitude p, and when B,,./u) 0, if we denote the multiplicity of the root p by IC, the
portrait of the integral curves of (5) of order P.,p in x and of magnitude pis expressed as follows :
when IC is odd and A,,./p)B~}(p)<0, there exists one and only one integral
curve of order µ,p in x and of magnitude p ;
when IC is odd and A,./p )B~~(p) > 0, there exist infinitely many such integral
curves;
when IC is even, there exists one and only one integral curve-say I'--oJ the
form
(40)
y=y(x)=(p+v 1(x))x,,.P,
where
v1(x)=O(x 11P•) as x-+o (µ,p=q1/p1);
if A,./p)B~~(p)<0, on the upper side of I', there does not exist any integral
curve of order µ,pin x and of maguitude p, but, on the lower side of I', there
exist infinitely many such integral curves, all of which are of the form
(41)
y=y(x)=(p+vix))x,,.P,
where
vix)-0 but lvix)l/x 11 P•-= asx-+0;
if A,,./p )Bt~ (p) > 0, the portraits of the integral curves on one side of I' are
mutually interchanged with those on the other side.
For the non-zero value p such that B,,./p)=0 and A,,./p)=0, if we put u=
p +v, then (38) or (39) becomes the equation of the same form as (5), but, in
this case, it may happen that the origin is not a critical point.
When the origin is not a critical point of the equation with respect to v,
the behavior of the integral curves of that equation, consequently of the
equation (5) is known readily.

+
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When the origin is a critical point of the equation with respect to v, we
can construct again the Newton polygon of that equation. Then, by theorems
1-6, we can know the behavior of integral curves of that equation tending to
the origin in the fixed directions as tc~ + 0, except for those for which B,./u)
= 0 and A,./u) = 0 have real non-zero common roots. For such integral curves,
we again repeat the above process. Then, as is shown by M. Urabe [6], in a
finite number . of steps, the initial equation becomes that of either of the
forms:
(42)

dv
dt

av+pt+•··

(43)

dv
dt

v>'{avn + ptm + •••)

-

t"

.

'

t

IC

2 2, a =/=- 0,

a, p=/=-0, n, >.,20, m>0, and >.,21
when n=0.

The behaviors of the integral curves of (42) is readily known by Keil's theorem
as follows:
the integral curves tending to the origin in the direction of the v-axis is
only t=0; when a<0, one and only one integral curve tends to the origin in
the direction av+pt=0 and any other integral curve lying on the right side of
the v-axis does not tend to the origin; when a>0, all the integral curves
lying on the right side of the v-axis tend to the origin in the direction av+ pt
=0.
By the same reasonings ;:i.s in the proof of theorem 6, it is seen that the
behavior of integral curves ·of (43) is as follows:
when n+>., is odd, if a<0, one and only one integral curve tends to the
origin on the right side of the v-axis and, if a> 0, all the integral curves lying
on the right side of the v-axis tend to the origin ;
when n + >., is even, there exists one and only one integral curve of the
form v = v(t) = O(t) and, if a< 0, only the integral curve t = 0 tends to the o'rigin
on the upper side of the integral curve v=v(t) and all the integral curves lying
on the lower side of the integral curve v=v(t) tend to the origin; if a>0, the
behaviors of the integral curves on each side of the integral curve v=v(t) are
mutually interchanged.
Thus, combined with theorems 1-6, we see that the behavior of all the
integral curves of (5) tending to the origin in the fixed directions is completely
known by the process consisting of a finite number of steps.
In conclusion, the writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Professor. Minoru Urabe for his kind guidance and constant advice rendered
during the preparation of this paper.
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